
Audience, Purpose, 
Style

Reading: Analysis and Evaluation



Purpose and Audience in
Every piece of writing 

Writing 
process

To record and 
share 

experiences

To present a 
balanced view 
of 2 sides of an 

argument

To give 
information
To Educate

To promote a 
product or 

service, 
persuade

To explain 
something

To complain or 
disagree

To entertain

To express 
feelings



Every Text has an intended Audience

Consumers

The General Public

Toddlers, Children, Teens, Young 
Adults, OAP’s

Interest Groups
Pet Owners, Car 
Enthusiasts, Fashion 
lovers,

Professional groups
Lawyers, Historians, 
Teachers, Plumbers

School Pupils, 
Students

Parents, 
Political 
interests

????????
?



Language Used

Informal
Abbreviations

Dialect

Dramatic
Descriptive

Dialogue
Informative
Instructional

Persuasive
One sided
Balanced



Purpose and audience
• Make a list of as many different kinds of texts 

as you can think of.

• Find examples – text-book, newspaper, 
comic, poster.

• What is the purpose or each?

• What is the audience?

• Think about the information include and 
the language used.



Kind of Text Purpose Audience Information
And Language

Example:
Young Adult Novel
‘The Hunger Games’

To Entertain
(To educate also)
The drama and conflict of 
the story
The emotions of the 
characters

Young Adults
Older Children

Plot – Katniss and the 
Games
Themes – Death as 
entertainment
Dramatic
Descriptive
Dialogue



Purpose and audience
• Look at each text which follows and note the purpose.

• Quote from it and explain why this tells you of its 
purpose… Who, what, where, why, when, how…
• Think about what is said and the type of language used.



Text Purpose and reason Audience and reason

Poster To convey information -
To persuade - 

Quote and explain

The public
Professionals
Children
etc

Charity

Manual

Story

Diary



Poster



Charity



Manual



Story



Diary



Register - Text book and Text Message

• The form of language used.

• Examples include text books – jargon and technical language.
Books for young children

What register is being used
Underline the words and phrases which help you work out the 
register

Science book

Text message





Style - Anne of the Island
Technique Quote and comment

Imagery

Tone

Formal or informal

Dialogue



Anne of the Island
The moon rose in the silvery sky, empearling the clouds around Ruby. Below, the 
pond shimmered in its hazy radiance. Just beyond the Gillis homestead was the 
church, with the old graveyard beside it.
"How strange the graveyard looks by moonlight!" said Ruby suddenly. "How 
ghostly!" she shuddered. "Anne, it won't be long now before I'll be lying over 
there.” -- she reached out and caught Anne's hand pleadingly, impulsively -- "I 
don't want to die. I'm AFRAID to die.”
Anne wondered helplessly what she could say that would help her. Could she say 
anything?
"I think, Ruby," she began hesitatingly -- for it was difficult for Anne to speak to 
any one of the deepest thoughts of her heart, -- "I think, perhaps, we have very 
mistaken ideas about heaven. I believe we'll just go on living, a good deal as we 
live here -- and be OURSELVES just the same -- only it will be easier to be good 
and to -- follow the highest. Don't be afraid, Ruby.”
"I want to live," Ruby said, in a trembling voice. "I want to live like other girls. I 
-- I want to be married, Anne -- and -- and -- have little children. You know I 
always loved babies. Oh, Anne, it's hard. I'm glad I've told you this, Anne," she 



whispered. "It has helped me just to say it all out. I've wanted to all summer. In 
the night, when I couldn't sleep -- it was so dreadful, Anne. I couldn't get away 
from it then. Death just came and stared me in the face, until I got so 
frightened I could have screamed.”
"But you won't be frightened any more, Ruby, will you? You'll be brave, and 
believe that all is going to be well with you.”
"It -- it won't be very long now, Anne. I feel sure of that.”
That good night in the garden was for all time. Anne never saw Ruby in life again. 
The next night the A.V.I.S. gave a farewell party to Jane Andrews before her 
departure for the West. And, while light feet danced and bright eyes laughed 
and merry tongues chattered, there came a summons to a soul in Avonlea that 
might not be disregarded or evaded. The next morning the word went from 
house to house that Ruby Gillis was dead. She had died in her sleep, painlessly 
and calmly, and on her face was a smile -- as if, after all, death had come as a 
kindly friend to lead her over the threshold, instead of the grisly phantom she 
had dreaded.



Genre – The type of 
writing

• Find as many genre types as you can. Write them down.

• Book cover examples
• For each of these book covers, what is the genre?

• What would you expect to find in each?

• What style of language?

• What audience?



Book covers



Genre
• Match the extract to the genre examples.

Explain why, quote

Town Records

Memoir

Travel guide

Literary Fiction



Number 1

Afghan Logistics & Tours provides both 
packaged and customized tours. 
Visitors are transported all-new 
4-wheel-drive vehicles, and stay in 
local guest houses. The packaged tours 
run for 6, 10 and 15 days, and can 
include a visit to Kabul, the 6-hectacre 
Babur Gardens, Television Mountain 
and Chicken Street, catch a Friday 
night “buzkashi” game (aka the “Goat 
Grabbing contest”), the Shomali Plain 
north of Kabul, the Shibar Pass, 
Bamiyan and the famous Buddhas, the 
lakes of Band-l-Amir, Mazar-l-Sharif, 
Balkh (a center of Buddhism). Tour 
rates vary due to the instability of fuel 
prices, but an individual traveler can 
expect to pay about $500 a day, and 
small groups of 2-3 people can spend 
$150-$200. 
www.afghanlogisticstours.com

Number 2

Sometimes fate is like a small sandstorm 
that keeps changing directions. You 
change direction but the sandstorm 
chases you. You turn again, but the storm 
adjusts. Over and over you play this out, 
like some ominous dance with death just 
before dawn. Why? Because this storm 
isn’t something that blew in from far 
away, something that has nothing to do 
with you. This storm is you. Something 
inside of you. So all you can do is give in 
to it, step right inside the storm, closing 
your eyes and plugging up your ears so 
the sand doesn’t get in, and walk through 
it, step by step. There’s no sun there, no 
moon, no direction, no sense of time. Just 
fine white sand swirling up into the sky 
like pulverized bones. That’s the kind of 
sandstorm you need to imagine.





Report Examples

1. Select a text of your own
2. Read through carefully

3. Circle the description that fits, below (may be more than one)
4. Circle Techniques you find

5. In the table, give examples - Quote, Technique and Comment, 
explaining what the genre is, the purpose and the intended 

audience.
6. Follow the plan after the table



Genre
Sports … Vlog … Magazine … Men’s … Children’s … 

Story … Political … Leaflet … Instruction Manual … 

Text Message … Website … Advertisement … Novel … 

Literary Fiction … Diary … News article … Film … 

Review … Games … Travel Guide … Information 

Leaflet … Official Letter (doctor, Council etc) … Opinion 

piece (newspaper) … Application Form … Historical … 

Science Fiction … Short Story … Text Book … History 

… Poem … Play … Film … Radio Show … TV … 

Podcast … Blog ...



Techniques

Imagery… Interesting Word Choice … 1st Personal 

Narrative Voice (‘I’) …
 Informal Language … 3rd Person 

Narrative (‘He/She’) … Conversational Language … 

Voice Over ... M
etaphors … Statistics ... D

irect Speech 

… Graphs … Advertisements … SImiles … Complex 

Language … Dates … Examples … Non - Fiction … 

Lists … Personal Stories … Fictional Stories … 

Repetition … 2nd Person Narrative (‘You’) … Narration 

of Events … Personal Opinion … Plot … Instructions … 

Quotes … Pictures … Bullet Points … Facts … Music ...



Comment
Quote, Technique Comment - Genre, Purpose, Audience

Example:
‘The MGM Grand fire occurred on 
November 21, 1980 at the MGM Grand 
Hotel and Casino in Paradise, Nevada. The 
fire killed 85 people, most through smoke 
inhalation.’ Facts, Dates, 

The opening paragraph explains what happened on this day in 
history. It includes the date, the time and the place. These are 
facts, and so the purpose is to inform. This is an informative 
website and so relys on factual, non opinion based details.





Report - Plan
1. State your text and author

2. What is the purpose and audience

3. What genre is it

4. What is it about?

5. What type of language is used – Quotes and explanation (see Table)

6. What is the purpose?

7. Opinion presented.

8. What we can infer (understand) from what is being said?

9. Other questions you would ask about the text?



Analysis and Evaluation 
of a Spoken Text

• Vet Ranch, ‘Sad, homeless Puppy Transformed.’

• https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=T_4YpMWgQLE

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=T_4YpMWgQLE


Example Quote (if there is 
one)
Or Description of 
example

Analysis and Evaluation

Speaking 
straight to the 
audience

Setting 
(indoors)

Medical 
language used

Edits (to show 
time has 
passed)



Close up (the dog 
recovering)

Speaker’s change in 
narration (what she 
is saying) and Tone 
(how she says it) - 
she speaks to the 
dog

Music (The dog is 
playing)

Emotive language



Setting 
(outdoors)

Dog’s progress 
Update

Thank you to 
viewers

End music and 
montage



Spoken Text Report
1. State your text and author

2. What is the purpose and audience

3. What genre is it

4. What is it about?

5. What type of language is used – Quotes and explanation (see Table)

6. What is the purpose?

7. Opinion presented.

8. What we can infer (understand) from what is being said?

9. Other questions you would ask about the text?


